cellular metabolism, but are not directly amenable to dissect the underlying complexity of a cancer cell or a tumor tissue.
Two disciplines are beginning to emerge to address the void left in tackling these challenges: (1) multiscale cancer modeling on the basic cancer biology front addresses the need for building quantitative models at multiple length and time-scales in characterizing the underlying complexity in cancer signaling at the molecular, cellular, and tissue length-scales [9, 10] ; (2) in silico oncology on the translational front strives to develop computational platforms to guide the personalization of therapeutic regimens and the associated clinical decision process [11] . Many targets for therapeutic intervention/inhibition have been evaluated in the past few years on the basis of a strong promise provided by preclinical investigations. Nevertheless, experience has shown that the clinical trials are often unsuccessful when the drugs are administered to un-cohorted patient populations. Experience has accentuated the need to employ targeted therapies on select population of patients classified into cohorts based on molecular/genetic alterations [8] . Rapid genotyping platforms and advances in sequencing cancer genomes allow detection of genetic aberrations in clinical samples. This allows the identification of molecular targets in each individual patient, and also the tracking of acquired molecular changes (expression, mutation, etc.) during the progression of the disease or during treatment. Even with quantitative patient data involving protein expression (using immune histochemistry), gene copy number (fluorescence in-situ hybridization), mutations (DNA mutational analysis), and gene expression (using polymerase chain reaction or microarray technology), mapping the highdimensional data to a set of viable cellular mechanisms and then infer treatment options is a daunting undertaking. A further problem is the heterogeneity of tumors that might show varied expression patterns in different areas of the tumor [12] . The question is, how precisely a tumor can be characterized by these techniques? That is, to relate the molecular profile of a given patient to disease prognosis and the efficacy of therapy is a grand challenge in clinical oncology. This represents the opportunity for in-silico modeling approaches.
Multiscale Modeling of Molecular/Cellular Networks
Network analyses enable us to identify underlying patterns in a programmatic fashion and enable us to formally postulate functional relationships such as between gene expressions, transcription factor activation, as well as propose mechanisms of activation of cell signaling pathways [13] . A suite of network analysis and inference tools exists for the construction of network topologies (or interaction maps) surrounding transcriptional and proteomic measurements. This enables a bottom-up development of regulatory networks relevant to oncogenic signaling and provides a standardized platform to comprehend complex interactions/causalities, as well as generate hypothesis on functional maps relating the genomic, cell, and proteomic data. A summary of popular network analyses techniques is provided below.
Inferring network topologies:
involves identification of interaction motifs such as feedback or feed forward loops, methods to infer bistability and robustness, construction and curation of Boolean networks and directed graphs using statistical inference techniques, information theory, and Bayesian analysis [13] .
Inferring gene and protein interaction networks:
involves applying dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal component analysis, hierarchical clustering and tree constructions, differential equation based kinetic modeling, rules-based modeling, stochastic and Monte Carlo based modeling of network dynamics [13] .
Multiscale modeling of functional interactions:
provides the means for constructing models of intra-as well as inter-cellular signaling networks with the ability to encode the resolution of molecular decisions at key nodes [9, [14] [15] [16] . In particular, there is a need to analyze inter-cellular networks between cancer cells and immune cells of the same patient, which can prove to be significant for diagnosis etc. [17] . In the in-silico structural systems biology approach, network models of cellular signaling pathways (outlined above) [13] represent the highest level of modeling [15, 16] , where network analysis techniques are used to represent information flow in regulatory information cascades. Implementation of efficient approaches for parameter optimization and network sensitivity analysis are then utilized to analyze and contrast the transcriptional, proteomic and metabolic portraits of various cellular alterations/perturbations. Application of this approach to delineate the difference between wild type and oncogenically activated cell lines is described by Purvis et al. in [9] . The method has also been applied to predict the impacts of clinical mutational landscape on cellular activation mechanisms [14, 18, 11] .
Beyond the modeling of intracellular signaling pathways, spatially regulated membranemediated phenomena such as cell adhesion and motility and intracellular trafficking are implicated in cancer progression. For example, altered endocytosis has been postulated as a mechanism by which malignant cells are able to generate hyper-proliferative signals (by modulating receptor tyrosine kinase activity), or decreased cell-adhesion and increased motility (by altering the trafficking of adhesion proteins or chemokine receptors) [19, 20] . The recruitment of actin by chemokine receptor signaling has been correlated with metastatic behavior [21] . The formation of autophagosomes is correlated with large alterations in signaling and cellular metabolism in malignant cells [22] . Altered intracellular trafficking and subcellular localization in cancer and their effect on signaling can be studied using physically-based multiscale modeling methodologies by combining continuum fieldbased approaches with spatial and stochastic systems models for the signaling/trafficking microenvironment [23] .
The ability to predict how small perturbations in molecular structure can lead to profoundly altered intracellular signaling pathways and subsequent cell-fate decisions is also crucial for predicting clinical outcome of cancer progression or efficacy of inhibition. In particular, the approaches summarized above enable the rationalization and prediction of the role and nature of molecular variability in networks by bridging the gap between molecular resolution/context, intracellular signaling, and pathway/target/biomarker validation personalized to the molecular profile/alterations in the individual patient. One viable mechanism for implementing these multiscale techniques to directly relate to the clinical setting is to create hyper-models, which are optimal and robust and can be used for predicting a physiological or a pathological function. Cell biology, histology, biomechanics, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and radiobiology are some of the disciplines that are recruited in order to rationally link the molecular scale to the clinical one in the patient individualized context. Advanced mathematical, computational and visualization techniques play a crucial role in this endeavor. Such a hyper-model based decision support and treatment-planning system is the Oncosimulator [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The latter is at the same time a concept of multiscale integrative cancer biology, a complex algorithmic construct, a biomedical engineering system, and expectedly in the future, a clinical tool, which primarily aims at supporting the clinician in the process of optimizing cancer treatment in the patient individualized context through conducting experiments in silico i.e. on the computer.
Additionally, it is a platform for simulating, investigating, better understanding and exploring the spatiotemporal natural phenomenon of cancer, facilitating the development of new treatment strategies, supporting the design and interpretation of clinico genomic trials and finally training doctors, researchers and interested patients alike. Imaging, histological, molecular, pharmacogenomic, clinical and treatment data at various time points constitute the main input of the Oncosimulator. A successful completion of its clinical adaptation, optimization and validation process currently under way is an obvious prerequisite for the clinical translation of the Oncosimulator.
The model predictions can be validated against multiscale clinical data in different cancer types. This vision brings to bear an in-silico platform, one that will allow clinicians and researchers alike to readily navigate within the heavily multidimensional space of multiscale data of each patient, to easily comprehend it, to run model simulations in silico, and finally to design treatment in the most scientifically grounded, quantitative and patient individualized fashion. This vision for in silico oncology represents a paradigm shift in medicine. The integrated computational and clinical considerations is also expected to improve interoperability of biomedical information and knowledge, increase the acceptance and use of realistic, clinically driven and oriented and validated models allowing researchers from different disciplines to exploit, share resources and develop new knowledge and improve accessibility to existing knowledge by bio-medical researchers. This need for multidisciplinary and integrated research is being fostered by several large-scale program projects such as the United States National Institutes of Health-funded Physical Sciences in Oncology Centers (PSOC), Integrative Cancer Biology Program (ICBP), Tumor Microenvironment Network (TMEN) [29, 30, 31] , and the European Commission Funded Projects such as Contra Cancrum, TUMOR, p-medicine, and Computational Horizons in Cancer (CHIC) [32, 33, 34] .
